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Let R be a Riemann surface (configuration) lying over the w-plane, and let C v be a simply-connected region of R having the following properties :
(a) C p contains precisely p points (counted according to branchpoint multiplicity) lying over some point of the 7#-plane.
(b) C p lies over the circle | w -w 0 \ <r, and the boundary of C p lies over the circumference |^--Wo| =r.
It follows that Cp contains precisely p points lying over every point of \w -w 0 \ <r, and in particular, p points Wi lying over w 0 . Seidel and Walsh name such a region a p-sheeted circle with centers W{ and radius r. Given a point w 0 of R, let r p be the radius of the largest ^-sheeted circle in R with center w 0 ; if none exists, let r p = 0. We then define the radius of p-valence of R at ü> 0 > Dp(wo)> as the maximum of the r n for n^p.
Let w=f(z)=aiz+ There exist two constants, \ p depending only on p, and A p depending on p and M, such that
Seidel and Walsh find for A^ the value
In this note we prove the following two statements concerning the inequalities (1).
A. The exponent 2~p may be replaced by l/(p + l) and this exponent is the best possible (for D v -»0).
We show, in fact, that there is a constant K p depending only on p such that
and that there is a class of functions actually attaining the bound M for which
B. The coefficient \ p may be replaced by 1, and this value of the constant is the best possible.
All proofs are based on the theorem of Rouché. We shall always suppose, without explicit statement, that z is confined to the unit circle \z\ <1.
Proof of (2). To prove (2) we assume a^O and let
n-1 w=l from which we have
We observe that \a n \ S M, so that | P(z) \ <pM, and therefore by the Schwarz lemma,
Then by (4) and (7), |P(re'*)| ^ |Pi(r)|. Also, since c n is the same polynomial in the | bj\ as a n is in the bj, and since only plus signs (or only minus signs) occur, we have \c n \ ^ | a n \, and C ^ C. Together with (7) (6) and (10) I PirA as was to be proved. In the above proof we have assumed that a^O. If a p = 0 the proof is valid for some nSp, and p can be reintroduced in the later stages, say in equation (8), where the product can be taken over p factors if some of the | b n \ are allowed to vanish.
Proof of (3). We prove (3) by considering the class of functions The coefficient \ p . We have left to prove that \ p can be taken as 1 ; in other words, that
